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Background 

Tewin house use to stand close to St Peters Church and is now just a field.  The reason for an 
investigation here was to search for the ghost of Lady Sabine who is said to walk the area.  
Unfortunately further historical research for Lady Sabine has revealed not very much about 
her.    
 
St Peters Church which is a reportedly haunted location and is mentioned in Betty 
Puckeridge’s “Haunted Hertfordshire” among other well respected author’s books which 
mention the grave of Lady Anne Grimston (1780) who not believing in an afterlife during her 
earthly days scoffed that trees would ruin her tomb if she was wrong.  Sure enough her tomb 
is now ruined by a very large tree that has split the stone open.  Another legend has it that on 
the stroke of midnight on New Year ’s Eve the devil will appear.  
 
Investigation 
 
21:16 – 21:22 Tewin House 
Standing at the location of Tewin House the team began with a séance and the name 
Rebecca was picked up.  However, not long into the séance a local resident decided to put on 
a firework display ending the séance with a bang. 
 
21:16 Tewin House Séance the spirit of a male was picked up as well as a young girl with 
Platts. Roland sensed a young woman called Sarah, said nothing at the time as he did not 
want to contradict another member who had felt a presence by another name. 
 
 
21:22 Fireworks end séance and investigation of this area 
 
St Peters Church – The team breaks into two smaller teams to cover the area and then 
come together for a joint séance.   
 
21:45 During Team 2 séance Anna picks up on a coach and horses accident.  Team 2  
gathered around a tree and started a Spirit Box session, It was during this session that Sarah 
and some of the team thought they had seen a shadow moving over by the church. Their 
batteries also seemed to be failing on the equipment they were using. 

21:50 Team 1 were doing a vigil around the grave of Lady Anne Grimstone when Roland and 
Mandy heard footsteps for about fifteen seconds in the leaves on the other side of the grave. 
Roland thought it was more than one person and assumed it to be members from the other 
team. On further inspection there was no on there. After walking to where Roland and Mandy 
had heard the footsteps, Roland and Mandy heard a rustling in the leaves adjacent to the 
grave they were standing next to. Assumed it may have been a small animal. 
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22.45 St Peter Church Graveyard lower end by the gate. Team 1 was conducting a séance; 
Roland saw a light on the headstone in front of him. Andy saw something at the same time. 
The light appeared briefly as a white/grey parallelogram about ten inches by five inches in the 
middle upper third of the headstone whilst at the same time in the top left hand corner there 
was a small worm like brighter line of light; it was only a few inches long and squiggly. 
 
22.50 During team 2 séance at the grave side of the Lady Ann Grimstone the EMF goes off 
just after Anna asks spirit to use our energy to communicate with the team. At the same time 
Anna has whispering (what felt like her ear being cupped and vibration into ear). This all 
happened at the same time. The team had the Spirit Box on and after about ten minutes they 
seemed to be getting responses to the questions they were asking, at the same time we were 
getting EMF readings. 

 
 
23:00 – 23:50 Séance 

During whole team séance Ben and Sarah have large shuffle footsteps and leaves move 
without wind next to them. Sarah nearly fell onto Claire as she jumped.  Anna picks up on 
Steven, Steven repeatedly being said to Anna. 'I'm Steven, Steven, Steven' Just after this the 
name Steven came through the spirit box. Anna sees a 1970s dark blue car parked in a 
wooded area. 
 
The team were getting a lot of answers to questions being asked by various members of the 
group a lot of names came up Steven, Sue, Susan came up more than once also some of the 
names of the people in the team came through.  Whilst the team were experiencing all this 
activity Sarah was startled by sudden movement to her right and saw the undergrowth move 
as if someone had just walked by, not long after this one of the team felt they had been 
touched. 

 
23:11 Andy is slapped on the back right hand shoulder during ghost box experiment 
Ghost box states Sue slapped Andy footsteps heard by team 
 
23:30 Andy observes a black shadow figure move between two trees but he does not come 
out of the other side 
 
23:50 The investigation ended as it was getting cold and had started to rain. 

 
Post Investigation 

Steven may be a relative of Anna. Who after asking her Nan on the next morning after 
investigation, was told Steven passed in his dark blue TR7 car. However Sarah also felt a 
connection to a boy called Ben and Steven may of been the friend who tragically took his own 
life in Tewin wood.  
  
Anna felt on conclusion to the church and area, no negative spirits as suggested by another 
member. No demon present in Anna's opinion. Anna feels the need to document this as she 
feels it's important.  
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